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LEADER IN IT CERTIFICATIONS

Q) 1 Bill, John, Nancy, and David are the only members of the small but very busy marketing team.
They are responsible for writing product announcement blog posts. The second team of technical
writers will be writing technical blog posts using the same board. Both types of blog posts are
managed in the BLOG project using the "Blog Post" issue type.
The team membership is reflected in corresponding JIRA groups named marketing and technical.
Recently some blog posts of the marketing team didn't hit the deadline and information was published too late.
In order to be able to quickly identify overdue blog posts, they decided to use a quick filter on their Kanban
board.
Which three JQL queries used in combination with a quick filter could help the team to identify their blog posts
which need immediate attention?
A) project = BLOG and type = "Blog Post" AND assignee in membersOf("marketing") AND duedate <= now°
B) project = BLOG and issuetype = "Blog Post" AND assignee in (Bill, John, Nancy, David) AND due <= "0"
C) project = BLOG and type = "Blog Post" ■ AND assignee = Bill OR assignee = John OR assignee = Nancy OR
assignee = David AND due <= "0"
D) project = BLOG and issuetype = "Blog ■ Post" AND assignee in membersOf("marketing") AND due = overdue°
E) project = BLOG and issuetype = "Blog Post" AND assignee in "John", "Nancy", "David") AND duedate "0"
F) project = BLOG and type = "Blog Post" AND assignee in (Bill, John, Nancy, David) AND duedate <=
currentLogin
Answer: A , B , E
Explanation
A. Correct. Uses the correct fields, operators and values.
B. Correct. Uses the correct fields, operators and values.
C. Incorrect. Will not return issues from the relevant project or issue type
D. Incorrect. "overdue" is not a valid value for the due date field.
E. Correct. Quotation marks are valid, this will work.
F. Incorrect. The query is only looking at issues where the due date is less than or equal to the current logon.
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Q) 2 Your Director of Software Development just announced a new strategy for code reviews. He has selected Sr.
Developers and Architects and created a new group called code-reviewers. This team will be managing the code
review process across your organization and you've been asked to help implement the solution.
.Each software project uses the Default Permission Scheme.
.Each software project uses the Default Notification Scheme.
.Members of code-reviewers need to be able to work with any issue in the project and receive notifications for
the issues they work on.
You will not make any changes to the permission scheme or notification scheme.
Which solution best solves this problem?
A) Add the code-reviewers group to the Developers project role.
B) Request a new Project role called Reviewers. Add the code-reviewers group to that when the new role is
available.
C) Add the code-reviewers group to the Administrators project role.
D) Add the code-reviewers group to the Users project role.
E) Request issue security be added to each 0 project that allows members of the code-reviewers group to work
with any issue.
Answer: A
Explanation
A. Correct. The default schemes give the Developer's role the necessary permissions. They will receive
notifications related to those issues.
B. Incorrect. Either a new scheme would be needed, or the default permission notification schemes would have
to be modified to add the Reviewers project role in the necessary places. to be modified to add the Reviewers
project role in the necessary places.
C. Incorrect. This would give more permission than needed.
D. Incorrect. This would not grant the code-reviewers the permissions they need.
E. Incorrect. This approach wouldn't give the code-reviewers access to the issue unless they were included in
the overall project permissions.
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